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Infestation: Unknown
Geremiah pushed forward through the cramped corridor, comfortably knowing

his fellow mercenaries were protecting his rear. The walkway grew cold; a mist
began to form around his feet. Movement flashed from the corner of his eye.
Shouldering his assault rifle, he unsheathed a molecular sword. Someone, or some-
thing, was stalking them nearby.

“Geremiah, what do you see?” came a voice from his comlink.
“Movement, Malakai,” replied Geremiah. “The way ahead is growing dark. Every-

one put on your night vision.” The team donned their goggles. “Heavy weapons
away. I believe we’ll be in close quarters.”

The mercenaries continued to shuffle down the corridor being led by Geremiah,
followed by Malakai, Dahn’tyu, Theth, and Sthol. The team was an odd mixture: two
gemini, one festoon, one hhilachi, and one l’nel (respectively). Being their second
year together, the team was accustomed to each other and knew how to act as a
coordinated unit.

The mission was supposed to be simple: recover Genesis Holdings’ mining ship
and return it to Coursian. So far, it had been anything but simple. The crew had
been slaughtered; the corpses were emaciated. It was as if something had been
drinking their fluids. The stench was overwhelming. The mercenaries made sure to
keep their helmets on despite the presence of oxygen.

Geremiah could see something moving in the mist, then a blur passed across his
vision. His arm began to burn - a large gash had appeared, cut cleanly through his
body glove. “It’s right in front of us!” he exclaimed. “It’s too dark to see. We must be
moving into an open room.”

The room opened wide and the remaining mercenaries fell into a line, one next
to the other. As their goggles adjusted to the lighting, four figures appeared, each
one towered above the mercenaries with a hideous face and blood running down
its lips. A deep throated growl came as the beasts lowered their heads to look the
mercenaries in the eyes.

Geremiah smiled. “Showtime.” With a quick move of his arm, Geremiah plunged
his molecular sword into the throat of the creature staring him down.

The other mercenaries wasted no time and burst into action. Sthol let loose a
burst of flame from a hand flamethrower while uttering a war cry in his native
language while Dahn’tyu tapped into his psychic implant and hurled another beast
across the room, smashing it into the steel wall behind. Malakai and Theth worked
in tandem with an artistic display of sword and axe play, cutting down the remain-
ing beast.

The mercenaries stood tall, satisfaction masked beneath their helmets. The four
beasts – as the mercenaries didn’t know what they were – lay dead in the mist-
filled room. “I do not feel these were the only creatures aboard the ship, my
companions.” Dahn’tyu’s voice was soothing, but then he always spoke in calm
tones.

“What is this room?” Sthol asked.
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“It appears to be a storage room for supplies,” replied Malakai. “There are some

broken crates in the corner. I think Dahn’tyu’s right; we need to keep moving.
There’s a door to the left and a larger one ahead, near the crates.”

“I think the room ahead is the warehouse. If so, it’ll be five times the size of this,”
said Geremiah. “If four of those creatures were in this room, I don’t want to see
what twenty of them looks like. We’ll need to draw them out in small groups.
Assuming there are more.”

“There are definitely more,” said Theth. “I think I can smell them.”
Malakai pointed to the smaller door on the left. The mercenaries nodded their

agreement and let Geremiah take point. The mists would not let up, and the red
glow of the emergency lights gave the ship a deathly glow.

The door opened into another corridor, this one with larger maintenance doors
on both sides. If the creatures know we’re here, Geremiah thought, why wouldn’t
they flood out of the warehouse and overwhelm us? Maybe they can’t open the large
door. Maybe they can’t open any door. But how would they get into the storage room?

Geremiah put a hand into the air to stop the others. They were in front of the first
maintenance door on the left side. Sthol moved to Geremiah’s side, handflamer
primed for action. Geremiah pressed the button on the keypad to open the door;
the mists from within coalesced with those in the corridor. A deep growl could be
heard from within.

Sthol nodded his head, confirming the sound. He primed his handflamer and sent
a burst of flame shooting into the maintenance room. Satisfied with his attack,
Sthol stopped, finding no xenos on fire. The growling continued; Sthol slowly
looked up as one of the creatures dropped and toppled him, sending Sthol’s hand-
flamer skittering down the corridor.

Dahn’tyu responded quickly, grabbing the beast with a psionic force. While it
remained suspended off its feet, Malakai and Theth moved in to cut the beast down,
spraying Sthol with blood and xeno organs.

Geremiah moved quickly as the action went down, knowing another creature
was bound to attack. He ducked into the room anticipating an attack and a second
creature went flying overhead, landing in a roll before coming quickly to its feet.
Unlike the four creatures from before, these two were fighting. Geremiah wasn’t
sure if the other four were trying to scare the mercenaries, but the creatures were
obviously learning quickly.

The beast carried no weapon, nor did it need to. Its fingers ended in massive
claws; not finger nails, but an extension of the bone. The claws were long, and
sharp enough to easily cut through Geremiah’s body glove. Its teeth were much like
its claws: long and sharp. It stood staring at Geremiah with its gaping maw extend-
ing to show its teeth and amplify its growls. Without flinching from this display of
aggression, Geremiah moved to attack.

The molecular sword swung quickly, aiming for the creature’s stomach. The
creature easily jumped back and out of the way, swiping at Geremiah with its claws.
Geremiah ducked and rolled away from the attack, sword still in hand. He heard his
rifle skitter away, but luckily it slid toward the door. It didn’t matter, as Geremiah
was trying to draw the creature forward.

As the beast followed Geremiah’s roll, flames engulfed its body. Sthol had recov-
ered and primed his flamethrower for another attack. The creature fell, thoroughly
charred, leaving the room clear.
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Dahn’tyu inspected the room’s control pad. “It is still intact. I do not understand

how these creatures were able to get into the room. It is as if they were trapped
inside.”

Geremiah nodded in agreement, and then pointed to the maintenance room
across the corridor. “We need to see what’s inside that room. It’s not large enough
for four, so there should only be two at the most; maybe three.”

Malakai and Theth stepped forward, nodding to each other in agreement.
Dahn’tyu stepped to the control panel and opened the door. Malakai and Theth
both ducked in with their weapons ready, not finding what they expected. They
both looked ahead and above, seeing nothing. Malakai spied two small, scorpion-
like creatures in the corner. They were small and scared, attempting to scramble
up the wall and get away. Malakai and Theth stepped into the room and cut the two
creatures down with a single swing.

Malakai inspected the creatures. “These aren’t the same as the last ones. Do we
have two infestations?”

Geremiah shrugged. “I don’t know; we’ll just have to keep searching and purg-
ing.” He nodded toward the last door.

The mercenaries prepped their weapons for another attack, but upon opening
the door, no attack was needed. This room was empty. They continued the short
way down the corridor, coming upon another door. “This leads to the other long
corridor,” Geremiah said. He punched the code into the control box and cautiously
checked the corridor for targets. There were none.

Geremiah pointed to his right. “That door leads to the cafeteria and then the
warehouse. We’ll check that last.” He pointed to his left. “That door leads to the
bridge. We should check the ship's computer to see if anything is still functioning.”
The other mercenaries nodded their agreement and followed Geremiah down the
corridor.

The mist began to dissipate as they drew nearer to the bridge. The ship specifica-
tions stated that the bridge was manned by four individuals at all times. Given the
body count down below and how many were listed on the crew manifest, there
should be four more inside the bridge. Dahn’tyu relayed this to the team and
reminded them of the stench in the loading dock.

Upon reaching the door, Sthol took point, flanked by Malakai and Theth on his
left, Geremiah and Dahn’tyu on his right. Dahn’tyu used the control box to open the
door, allowing Geremiah to keep his sword at the ready. When the door opened,
horrible screams rang out and Sthol was grabbed by the head before he could bring
his  handflamer to bear. Something was expected them.

Malakai and Theth ran in, cutting off the hands wrapped around Sthol’s helmet.
The creature screamed out and kicked off the ceiling, landed on Sthol and dug its
claws into his tactical jacket. Blood dripped on the floor from Sthol’s torn jacket.
Geremiah and Dahn’tyu burst in after their companions with Dahn’tyu reaching out
a psionic blast to destroy the creature inside. The team quickly checked their
surroundings. There were eight creatures in the bridge, including the one on the
floor. Three more leapt to assault the mercenaries.

Geremiah ducked down, and then brought his shoulder up to crash into the
stomach of one of the creatures. The move didn’t do much, other than prevent the
creature from knocking Geremiah to the ground. The beast quickly recovered after
landing on the floor, turning to strike. The creature swiped fiercely with its claws,
but Geremiah met its claws with his sword. The molecular-honed edge sliced deep
into the claw, cutting it in half. The creature screamed and reached out with its
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other claw, but Geremiah was faster. Expecting the maneuver, Geremiah reacted
quickly and cut the creatures arm off. The beast fell, reeling in pain, as Geremiah
drove his sword into its throat.

Two creatures made an attempt at Malakai and Theth. The beasts were quite
large and slammed both mercenaries against the wall. The creatures drove their
claws into the wall, pinning the mercenaries. They moved to snap at the mercenar-
ies, but their helmets proved too hard. Malakai and Theth head butted the crea-
tures to little effect. The creatures quickly shook off the attack and attempted
another bite. Yet, both beasts were blown sideways by a psionic blast from
Dahn’tyu, throwing them into a series of computer stations.

The unexpected psionic assault sheared off the creatures’ claws. As the dazed
creatures attempted to recover from the attack, two of their kin took the chance to
strike Malakai and Theth, leaving the dazed ones to attack Dahn’tyu. Malakai and
Theth saw the attack coming and spun opposite ways, allowing the creatures to
crash into the wall behind them. They continued their artistic spin, bringing an axe
and sword across the creatures' necks.

Dahn’tyu threw the dazed creatures into another wall, causing them to slump
over. Probably not dead, but they could be dealt with momentarily. The two re-
maining creatures ran toward Geremiah and Sthol, howling like wolves and swing-
ing violently. They swatted Sthol’s handflamer aside and managed to rip
Geremiah’s sword away with only a light cut. Unarmed, Geremiah and Sthol were
no match for these beasts, so both of them dropped down, grabbed a knife from
their boot, and swept across the creatures’ bodies.

The knives were only back-up weapons, and nothing capable of killing creatures
like these with one swipe. However, it distracted the creatures long enough for the
mercenaries to get in a second slash. The creatures were strong, and their tough
hide resisted the knives. With a third swipe, the creatures grabbed the mercenaries
by the arms, locking them in a battle of strength. Dahn’tyu turned to see his fellow
mercenaries being overpowered and threw a psionic onslaught in their direction.

The creatures were thrown backward, but Geremiah and Sthol held onto their
knives. Each one took their remaining weapons and threw them at the surprisingly
large throats of the creatures. Both blades found their targets and the creatures
stopped moving.

Malakai and Theth stepped over to the slumped-over creatures, delivering a final
blow to each. The room became quiet. Dahn’tyu walked to the front of the ship.

Geremiah glanced toward Dahn’tyu. “What is it, Dahn?”
“The four crew members… or what is left of them. It appears they too have been

drained of their internal fluids. Judging by the blood dripping down the chest of
these creatures, I would say they are the culprits.”

The team nodded their agreement and checked the rest of the bridge. The com-
puter systems were down and nothing seemed recoverable. It appeared the crea-
tures had gone on a rampage, destroying everything they found. The ship’s
guidance systems were unrecoverable.

Sthol looked toward Geremiah. “Is there any way to control the ship outside the
bridge?”

Geremiah shook his head. “Not on this ship. We’ll have to arrange for it to be
towed back to Coursian. We need to clean it first.”

The mercenaries nodded, turning toward the door leading back to the corridor.
One by one they funneled out of the bridge and down the corridor until coming to
the door leading to the cafeteria. The closer they got, the thicker the mist became.
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